Casey Orwig has worked as an Activity Specialist at the Anamosa State Penitentiary since December of
2016. Growing up in Fort Madison, IA Casey has known many people who have worked in the
corrections profession through ISP, however never thought it would be a career path for him. Even
while completing his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in Sport Management from Monmouth College
and Western Illinois University, he didn’t envision a career in corrections. In fact, he began his
professional career working as a Sports and Program Director first for the YMCA in Fort Madison, IA and
later for the YMCA of Greater Kansas City.
After four years of working for the YMCA and in search of a career change, Casey jumped at the
opportunity to take the Activity Specialist position at ASP. Casey realized very quickly how much he
enjoyed working in corrections by being able to use his education and work experience in his current
position. An important part of what has made Casey’s experience in corrections has been his
membership in the ICA which began two years ago. He has attended multiple conferences and has
participated on the ICA Awards Committee helping to select various award winners from across the
state.
1. Because of the great experiences I have had being a member of the ICA, I have accepted the
nomination for the office of an At-Large Member because I believe I can be a tremendous asset
to the board. I have several years of experience from both my time with YMCA and ASP in
promoting, organizing and facilitating many different types of programs and special events and
want to bring that experience to the ICA board.
2. My vision of the ICA over the next few years includes the continuation of ICA training with a
specific focus on team building for correctional employees. I believe it is important to
remember that although we all work in different regions and in different capacities, which
include a wide variety of responsibilities, it is important to remember we are all a team. This
team building approach should be a focus moving forward to ensure that those who work in
corrections, work as a team to fulfill the mission to enlighten, educate, serve, and support the
communities we serve.
3. Traditionally, our organization has sponsored a wide variety of activities I believe ICA should
continue to sponsor these activities because ICA plays a critical role in bringing people together
and educating everyone on the importance of our roles not only inside the institution but in our
communities as well.

